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Abstract

 

—Discrete recognition procedures based on a search for sets of feature values that are not encountered
in the feature descriptions of training objects are considered. The constructed recognition procedures are com-
pared with classical procedures for real-life applied problems. An approach to improving the performance of
recognition algorithms based on selecting training objects typical for each class is examined. A fast method for
calculating estimates in voting over representative sets for the cross-validation procedure is suggested.
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INTRODUCTION

We consider a standard statement of the recognition
problem in the case where the objects are described by
a set {

 

x

 

1

 

, …, 

 

x

 

n

 

} of 

 

n

 

 integer-valued features [1]. For

 

j

 

 

 

∈

 

 {1, 2, …, 

 

n

 

}, let 

 

N

 

j

 

 denote a set of admissible values
of the feature 

 

x

 

j

 

; we assume that the set 

 

M

 

 of objects
under examination can be represented as a union of sub-
sets (classes) 

 

K

 

1

 

, …, 

 

K

 

l

 

. There is a finite set {

 

S

 

1

 

, …, 

 

S

 

m

 

}
of objects from 

 

M

 

 (a training sample) and we know to
what classes they belong. The training objects are rep-
resented by their descriptions. Given a set of feature
values (i.e., the description of some object 

 

S

 

 from 

 

M

 

;
generally, it is not known to what class it belongs), it is
required to determine the class containing this set.

The discrete approach to recognition problems is
based on a combinatorial analysis of training object
descriptions aimed at determining the most informative
subdescriptions of objects. Usually, subdescriptions are
considered informative if they make it possible to dis-
tinguish between classes. The initial object descriptions
are specified in the form of sets of integer-valued fea-
tures. The discrete methods have given rise to a number
of heuristics, which are called discrete, or logic, recog-
nition procedures (they include test, KORA-type, and
representative voting algorithms) [1–9].

Suppose that 

 

H

 

 is a set of 

 

r

 

 different features of the
form { , …, } and that 

 

σ

 

 = {

 

σ

 

1

 

, …, 

 

σ

 

r

 

}, where 

 

σ

 

i

 

is an admissible value of the feature  for 

 

i

 

 = 1, 2, …, 

 

r

 

.
We call the set 

 

σ

 

 an elementary classifier generated by
the features from 

 

H

 

.

Let us denote the set of all elementary classifiers gen-
erated by sets of features from {

 

x

 

1

 

, …, 

 

x

 

n

 

} by 

 

C

 

. Each rec-
ognition algorithm 

 

A

 

 is determined by some subset 

 

C

 

A

 

1
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x j1
x jr

x j1

 

of 

 

C.

 

 In essence, for each class 

 

K

 

 

 

∈

 

 {

 

K

 

1

 

, …, 

 

K

 

k

 

}, a subset

 

C

 

A

 

(

 

K

 

) of 

 

C

 

 is constructed, and 

 

C

 

A

 

 = (

 

K

 

j

 

).

In [10, 11], two new models of discrete recognition
algorithms based on constructing 

 

σ

 

-coverings of
classes were suggested. The notion of 

 

σ

 

-covering was
introduced in [7] in relation to the development of effi-
cient implementations of procedures for voting over
irreducible representative sets. The use of the models
mentioned above makes it possible to somewhat reduce
computational expense in the cases where 

 

|

 

K

 

|

 

 < 

 

| |

 

 (for
instance, if the number of classes is large). This paper
shows that, in solving certain applied problems, voting
over class coverings is more effective than voting over
representative sets.

In [11–13], we suggested an approach that substan-
tially increased the effectiveness of recognition algo-
rithms when the training sample contained many objects
lying on boundaries between classes. This approach was
based on partitioning the training sample into a base sub-
sample (which contained objects “typical” of their classes)
and a test subsample (containing “atypical” objects). The
first was used to construct the set of elementary classifiers,
and the second determined their weights [12, 13]. The
selection of typical objects was based on estimating the
informativeness of separate feature values. In this paper,
we show that typical objects can also be constructed with
the use of the cross-validation procedure. We suggest a
fast method for computing estimates in voting over rep-
resentative and irredundant representative sets for the
cross-validation procedure.

The methods suggested in this paper have been
tested on real-life problems of medical prediction.

1. DISCRETE RECOGNITION PROCEDURES 
BASED ON CONSTRUCTING COVERINGS

OF CLASSES

Let 

 

H

 

 

 

∈

 

 { , …, } be a set of features, and let

 

S

 

' = {

 

a

 

1

 

, …, 

 

a

 

n

 

} be an object from the training sample.

CA

j 1=

l

∪

K

x j1
x jr
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We denote the fragment ( , …, ) of the description
of 

 

S

 

' by (

 

S

 

', 

 

H

 

).

An elementary classifier (

 

σ

 

1

 

, …, 

 

σ

 

r

 

) generated by
the features from 

 

H

 

 can have one of the following three
properties:

(1) each fragment of the form (

 

S

 

', 

 

H

 

), where 

 

S

 

' 

 

∈

 

K

 

,
coincides with (

 

σ

 

1

 

, …, 

 

σ

 

r

 

);

(2) several (not all) fragments (

 

S

 

', 

 

H

 

), where 

 

S

 

' 

 

∈

 

 

 

K

 

,
coincide with (

 

σ

 

1

 

, …, 

 

σ

 

r

 

);

(3) none of the fragments (

 

S

 

', 

 

H

 

), where 

 

S

 

' 

 

∈

 

 

 

K,
coincides with (σ1, …, σr).

The first situation is least often, thus, it is hardly
possible to process the sets of feature values with prop-
erty (1). The essential difference in the informativeness
of the other two properties is that property (2) character-
izes only some subset of training objects from K, while
property (3) characterizes all objects from K. Therefore, if
it is important to consider the class K separately from
the other classes, then, apparently, sets of feature values
with property (3) are more informative. In this case, it
is more natural to refer an object S to the class K if the
set of feature values under consideration describes none
of the objects in the class K, nor does it describe the
object S to be recognized.

Suppose that two objects S' = ( , , …, ) and

S" = ( , , …, ) are given. We estimate the close-
ness of the objects S' and S" with respect to a feature set
H = { , …, } by the value

The closeness of the object S' to an elementary classifier
σ = (σ1, …, σr) generated by a feature set H = { , …,

} is estimated by

For a class K ∈  {K1, …, Kl}, we set  = {K1, …,
Kl}\K.

A particular recognition model A is determined by
the principle for constructing the set CA and the estimate
Γ(S, K) of the membership of an object S in a class K,
which is evaluated by voting over elementary classifiers
from CA(K). For example, we can assume that an elemen-
tary classifier σ from CA(K) generated by a feature set H

a j1
a jr

a1' a2' an'

a1" a2" an"

x j1
x jr

B S ' S" H, ,( )
0 if a jt

' a jt
" for t 1 2 … r;, , ,= =

1, otherwise.



=

x j1

x jr

B σ S ' H, ,( )
0 if a jt

' σt for t 1 2 … r;, , ,= =

1, otherwise.



=

K

votes for the membership of S in K if B(σ, S, H) = 0. Then,
the object S is referred to the class with the largest
membership estimate Γ (if there are several such
classes, recognition is rejected).

We say that a fragment (S', H) of the description of
an object S' from a class K is a representative set for K
if B(S', S", H) = 1 for any training object S" not belong-
ing to the class K. A fragment (S', H) of the description
of an object S' from a class K is a irredundant represen-
tative set for K if (1) B(S', S", H) = 1 for any training
object S" from  and (2) for any set H' ⊂  H, there exists

a training object S" in  such that B(S', S", H') = 0.

In the classical model of an algorithm for voting
over (irredundant) representative sets, the set CA(K)
comprises the (irredundant) representative sets for K. In
the simplest modification of this model, the member-
ship of an object S in a class K is estimated by the value

here and in what follows, |N| denotes the cardinality of N.

Short representative sets are believed to be more
informative; for this reason, in applied problems, only
short representative sets are usually considered in order
to improve recognition quality and reduce computa-
tional expenses. These representative sets may have
bounded length or be irredundant.

Let us introduce the following notation: ,
where k ≥ 2, is the set of all m × n matrices with ele-
ments from {0, 1, …, k – 1}, and E is the set of all k-ary
r-tuples.

Take L ∈   and σ ∈  . We say that a set H of r
different columns of the matrix L is a σ-covering if the
submatrix LH of L formed by the columns from H does
not contain the row σ. A set H of r different columns of the
matrix L is an irredundant σ-covering if (1) the submatrix
LH does not contain the row σ = (σ1, …, σn) and (2) for
any p ∈  {1, 2, …, r}, LH contains at least one row of the
form (σ1, …, σp – 1 , βp , σp + 1 , …, σr), where βp ≠ σp .

Consider a class K ∈  {K1, …, Kl}. A training table
T can be treated as a pair of matrices L1 and L2, where
L1 is the matrix formed by the descriptions of the training
objects from the class K and L2 is the matrix formed by the
descriptions of the remaining training objects. Then, obvi-
ously, an elementary classifier (σ1, …, σr) generated by a
pair (Si, H), where Si ∈  K and H = { , …, }, is a(n)
(irredundant) representative set for K if and only if the
set of columns with the numbers j1, …, jr in L1 is not a
(σ1, …, σr)-covering and the set of columns with num-
bers j1, …, jr in L2 is a(n) (irredundant) (σ1, …, σr)-cov-
ering.

K

K

Γ1 S K,( ) 1

CA K( )
------------------- 1 B S S ' H, ,( )–( ),

S ' H,( ) C
A

K( )∈

∑=

Mmn
k

Mmn
k Ek

r

x j1
x jr
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Now, consider discrete-type models based on con-
structing σ-coverings of matrices formed by descrip-
tions of training objects from every class, namely, the
models of voting over coverings of a class and over
antirepresentative sets for a class [10, 11]. The use of
these models makes it possible to somewhat reduce
computational resources if |K| < | | (for instance, if the
number of classes is large). Below, we describe these
models.

In the model of voting over (irredundant) coverings
of a class, the set CA(K) comprises the elementary clas-
sifiers generated by (irredundant) coverings of the
matrix formed by the descriptions of the training
objects from the class K. The membership of an object
S in the class K is estimated (in the simplest modifica-
tion of the model) by the value

Now, consider the model with antirepresentative
sets. An elementary classifier σ generated by a (irre-
dundant) σ-covering of a class K is a (irredundant) anti-
representative set if it coincides with at least one frag-
ment of the form (S', H), where S' is a training object
from . The membership of an object S in the class K
is estimated (in the simplest modification) by the value

Note that a set representative for a class K is antire-
presentative for . It is easy to show that, if l = 2, both
models refer an object S to the same class. Indeed, let
A1 be a representative voting algorithm, and let A2 be an
antirepresentative voting algorithm. As was mentioned,

(K1) = (K2) = C1 and (K2) = (K1) = C2.
Suppose that the object S contains q1 fragments coin-
ciding with representative sets for the class K1 and q2
fragments coinciding with representative sets for the
class K2. Then,

K

Γ2 S K,( ) 1

CA K( )
------------------- B σ S H, ,( ).

σ C
A

K( )∈

∑=

K

Γ3 S K,( ) 1

CA K( )
------------------- B σ S H, ,( ).

σ C
A

K( )∈

∑=

K

C
A1 C

A2 C
A1 C

A2

Γ1 S K1,( )
q1

CA K1( )
------------------

q1

C1
------,= =

Γ1 S K2,( )
q2

C
A1 K2( )

-------------------
q2

C2
------,= =

Γ3 S K1,( )
C

A2 K1( ) q2–

C
A2 K1( )

------------------------------
C2 q2–

C2
----------------- 1

q2

C2
------,–= = =

Γ3 S K2,( )
C

A2 K2( ) q1–

C
A2 K2( )

------------------------------ 1
q1

C1
------.–= =

Thus, Γ1(S, K1) > Γ1(S, K2) if and only if Γ3(S, K1) >
Γ3(S, K2).

2. SELECTION OF TYPICAL OBJECTS
IN CLASSES AND CONSTRUCTION

OF “WEIGHTIEST” 
ELEMENTARY CLASSIFIERS

In solving an applied recognition problem, it is inter-
esting to try to estimate how effectively the constructed
algorithm recognizes objects not included in the training
sample. For this purpose, the well-known cross-validation
method can be applied. Unfortunately, in some applied
problems, the algorithms described in Section 1 not
always exhibit high effectiveness. This happens if the
classes are poorly separated from each other (i.e., each
class contains many objects whose descriptions are similar
to those of objects not belonging to this class). In this case,
algorithms often well recognize the objects “known” to
them (those used in constructing the algorithms) but
poorly recognize “new” objects. This section suggests an
approach that makes it possible to improve the quality
of recognizing algorithms. This approach is exempli-
fied by a representative voting model.

In applied problems, serious difficulties are caused
by the presence of the objects lying on the boundary
between classes (their descriptions are similar to the
descriptions of objects not belonging to the class under
consideration). Naturally, such objects are hard to rec-
ognize, and, apparently, they do not admit short repre-
sentative sets. Suppose that the description of a training
object not belonging to a class K is similar to the
descriptions of some objects from K. Then this object
“deprives” the class K of some short representative sets,
which substantially deteriorates the effectiveness of the
algorithm. To overcome this difficulty, we suggest to
divide the training sample into two subsamples; the
first (base) is used to construct representative sets and
the second (test), to evaluate their weights. The sam-
ple should be divided in such a way that all objects
lying on boundaries between classes are contained in
the test subsample and all remaining (typical) objects,
in the base subsample. Practical experiments based on
applied problems show that such a division increases
the number of short representative sets and, thereby,
makes it possible to improve the performance of the
recognition algorithm.

For selecting typical objects, we suggest to apply
the well-known cross-validation method. We include
the training objects correctly recognized under the
cross-validation test in the base subsample and all
remaining objects in the test subsample. This approach
is fairly effective, but it is very burdensome when
applied to problems of high dimensions.

To reduce computational expenses, we suggest the
procedure for selecting typical objects based on com-
puting the informativeness of separate feature values
[11–13].
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Suppose that S' ∈  Ki , where i ∈  {1, 2, …, l} and j ∈
{1, 2, …, n}. We set

The quantities (S') and (S') characterize the
closeness of the object S' to its class and to the other
classes, respectively. The value

is called the weight of the value of the feature xj for the
object S'. We say that the value of the feature xj is typi-
cal of S' if µij(S') > µ, where µ is the minimum informa-
tiveness threshold for feature values.

Take an integer p such that 1 ≤ p ≤ n. We consider
the object S' to be typical of the class Ki with respect to
the threshold p if the inequality µij(Si) > µ holds for at
least p features.

The thresholds µ and p can be chosen from heuris-
tic considerations; for example, we can take µ = 0 and
p = [n/2]. Then, the value of the feature xj for S' is typ-
ical of the class Ki if it is encountered in Ki more fre-

quently than in , and the object S' is typical of Ki if
at least half the feature values in its description are
typical of Ki .

Suppose that the training sample is divided into base
and test subsamples by one of the methods described
above. We use the base subsample to construct repre-
sentative sets. To each constructed representative set,
we assign a weight, which is calculated with the use of
the test sample.

Let ω be a representative set for a class K ∈  {K1, …,
Kl} generated by a pair (S', H), where S' is an object
from the base subsample; by δ(K, ω), we denote the
number of objects in the test sample for which the rep-
resentative set votes “correctly,” and by δ( , ω), the
number of objects in the test sample for which it votes
“incorrectly.” As ν(S', H) , we can take the functions

Ki Kq\Ki,
q 1=

l

∪=

µij
1( ) S '( ) 1

Ki

----- 1 B S ' S" x j{ }, ,( )–( ),
S" Ki∈
∑=

µij
2( ) S '( ) 1

Ki

----- 1 B S ' S" x j{ }, ,( )–( ),
S" Ki∈

∑=

µij
1( ) µij

2( )

µij S '( ) µij
1( ) µij

2( )–=

Ki

K

1 ) ν S ' H,( ) δ K ω,( );=

2 ) ν S ' H,( )

=  
δ K ω,( ) δ K ω,( ) if δ K ω,( ) δ K ω,( )>– ,

0 if δ K ω,( ) δ K ω,( );<



We estimate the membership of an object S in the
class K by the value

As the informative weight of a feature xj , we take

3. A FAST METHOD FOR CALCULATING 
ESTIMATES IN REPRESENTATIVE VOTING

FOR THE CROSS-VALIDATION PROCEDURE

When the cross-validation test is used in the represen-
tative voting algorithm, the estimates are usually calcu-
lated by the following procedure. At each i ∈  {1, …, m},
representative sets for the sample {S1, …, Sm}\{Si} are

constructed, and for these sets, Γ(Si , K) and Γ(Si , )
are evaluated. Clearly, this procedure involves substan-
tial computational resource for large problems. Below,
we suggest a method reducing the computation time
approximately m-fold.

Suppose that K ∈  {K1, …, Kl}, S ∈  K, and S ∈
{S1, …, Sm}. For simplicity, we consider the case of l = 2.

Let us introduce the following notation:

Q1(S, K) is the family of all sets of features H ⊆
{x1, …, xn} such that none of the fragments (S', H),
where S' ∈  {S1, …, Sm} and S' ∉  K, coincides with the
fragment (S, H) (thus, Q1(S, K) is the family of all fea-
ture sets H such that the fragment (S, H) is a represen-
tative set for the class K);

N1(S, H), where H ∈  Q1(S, K), is the number of the
fragments (S', H), where S' ∈  {S1, …, Sm} and S' ∈  K,
that coincide with the fragment (S, H), including the
fragment (S, H);

Q2(S, K) is the family of all feature sets H ⊆  {x1, …,
xn} such that (1) none of the fragments (S', H), where S ' ∈
{S1, …, Sm}, S' ∈  K, and S' ∈  S, coincides with (S, H)
and (2) at least one fragment (S", H), where S" ∈  {S1,
…, Sm} and S" ∉  K, coincides with (S, H);

3 ) ν S ' H,( )
1 δ K ω,( )+
1 δ K ω,( )+
----------------------------.=

Γ4 S K,( ) 1

CA K( )
-------------------=

× ν S ' H,( ) 1 B S S ' H, ,( )–( ),

S ' H,( ) C
A

K( )∈

∑

I j

ν S ' H,( )

S ' H,( ) C
A∈ x j H∈,

∑

ν S ' H,( )

S ' H,( ) C
A∈

∑
-----------------------------------------------.=

K
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N2(S, H), where H ∈  Q2(S, K), is the number of frag-
ments (S", H), where S" ∈  {S1, …, Sm} and S" ∉  K,
coinciding with (S, H);

and

It is obvious that

(1)

and

(2)

Thus, to evaluate the required estimates, we must
find, first, representative sets for the class K (these sets
are involved in constructing the families Q1(S, K) for
S ∈  K) and, second, so-called (1, q)-representative sets
for K (see [6]), i.e., fragments such that, for each of
them, the given set of the feature values is encountered
precisely once in K and precisely q times in the other
class.

The values λ11(S, K), λ12(S, K), λ21(S, K), and λ22(S,
K) for S ∈  {S1, …, Sm} and K ∈  {K1, …, Kl} can be cal-
culated as follows. Initially, we set these values to zero.
Suppose that, at the current step, a representative set for
K generated by objects , …,  is found. Then, we

increase the values λ11( , K) and λ12( , K) with t = 1,
2, …, p by p – 1 and λ12(Sj, K) with j ∉  {i1, …, ip} by p.
If, at the current step, a (1, q)-representative set for K
generated by the object S is found, then we increase the
values λ21(S, K) and λ22(S, K) by q.

Formulas (1) and (2) can easily be generalized to l > 1
and to irredundant representative sets.

Clearly, in voting over irredundant representative
sets, as Q1(S, K), we should take the family of all fea-
ture sets H ⊆  {x1, …, xn} such that the fragment (S, H)
is a(n) irredundant representative set for the class K,
and as Q2(S, K), we should take the family of all feature

λ11 S K,( ) N1 S H,( ) 1–[ ] ;
H Q1 S K,( )∈

∑=

λ12 S K,( ) N1 S H,( ) 1–[ ]
H Q1 S K,( )∈

∑=

+ N1 S ' H,( );
H Q1 S K,( )∈

∑
S ' K∈
S ' S∈

∑

λ21 S K,( ) N2 S ' H,( );
H Q2 S K,( )∈

∑=

λ22 S K,( ) N2 S H,( )
H Q2 S K,( )∈

∑=

+ N1 S ' H,( ).
H Q1 S K,( )∈

∑
S ' K∈

∑

Γ S K,( ) λ11 S K,( )/λ12 S K,( )=

Γ S K,( ) λ21 S K,( )/λ22 S K,( )=

Si1
Sip

Sit
Sit

sets H ⊆  {x1, …, xn} such that (1) none of the fragments
(S', H), where S' ∈  {S1, …, Sm}, S' ∈  K, and S' ≠ S, coin-
cides with (S, H); (2) at least one fragment (S", H),
where S" ∈  {S1, …, Sm} and S" ∉  K, coincides with (S, H);
and (3) for each t ∈  {1, 2, …, r}, K contains a row  ≠ S

such that ( , H(t) ) = (S, H(t)), where H(t) = H\{x}.

4. TESTING ON MEDICAL
PREDICTION PROBLEMS

The new models described in this paper were com-
pared with classical constructions for problems of med-
ical prediction.

Osteogenic sarcoma is a cancerous disease of bones
which largely attack young people (and is virtually not
encountered among elderly people). Unfortunately, the
probability of lethal outcome of osteogenic sarcoma is
very high. Patients with sarcoma are mostly cured by
chemical methods; that is, they take small portions of
toxic substances during a certain period. Since the can-
cerous cells grow much faster than the healthy cells,
they consume the poison faster. As a result, the cancer-
ous tumor begins to decay even before the organism is
poisoned.

In this field, there are two important problems, the
problem of survivability (whether the patient survives
one year after the treatment) and the problem of pre-
dicting pathomorphosis, i.e., the degree of tumor
destruction after a course of chemotherapy. Preceding
investigations show that the prediction of survivability
is very difficult, because, in addition to the condition of
the cancerous cells, it involves a lot of other important
objective factors, such as patient’s immunity, psychic
condition, environment, etc. The problem of predicting
the degree of pathomorphosis is much easier to solve,
because the state of the cancerous cells plays a key role
in this problem, and the influence of the other factors is
much less.

The training sample comprised 77 objects (patients)
divided into two classes. For the survivability predic-
tion problem, the cardinalities of the classes were 52
and 25, and for the problem of predicting the pathomor-
phosis degree, 47 and 30. The objects were described in
a system of seven features (certain characteristics of
cancerous tumor). Each feature was three-valued.

The effectiveness of the recognition procedures was
estimated by the cross-validation method.

Testing showed that, in the model of representative
voting, representative sets of length 3 were sufficient to
solve both problems. Employing longer representative
sets in the construction of the recognition algorithm did
not affect the effectiveness of the algorithm. Employing
shorter representative sets reduced the effectiveness.

The effectiveness of the classical model of represen-
tative voting (over representative sets of length 3) was
61% for the survivability problem and 83% for the
pathomorphosis problem, while the effectiveness of the

St'

St'
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algorithm of voting over coverings of classes was 75%
and 92%, respectively.

To understand the reason for the low effectiveness
of the classical algorithm as applied to the survivability
problem, the informativeness of feature values was ana-
lyzed according to the scheme described in Section 2.
The results of the analysis for the survivability and
pathomorphosis problems are given in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively. These figures show the dependence of the
percentage of the typical feature values on the mini-
mum informativeness threshold. The diagrams show
the distribution of the weights of feature values (the
height of each column corresponds to the percentage of
those feature values in the descriptions of the objects
from the training sample that have weights contained in
the given interval).

Figure 1 shows that the majority of feature values
have weights close to zero. This means that these values
are encountered in both classes with equal frequency.
In other words, objects from different classes are hard
to separate from each other, which causes the low effec-
tiveness of the classical recognition algorithm.

Figure 2 shows that, in the pathomorphosis prob-
lem, a part of the feature values have weights close to
zero, but there are many values with fairly large
weights, i.e., very typical of one of the classes.

To increase the effectiveness of the recognizing
algorithms, the following approach was used. The ini-
tial sample was divided into base and test samples in
two ways, namely, by the cross-validation method and
by the method based on estimating the typicality of fea-
ture values relative to the classes (see Section 2). The
effectiveness of the constructed algorithms was esti-
mated by the number of recognized objects with the use
of the cross-validation method. More precisely, the fol-
lowing procedure was implemented. One object was
removed from the training sample; the remaining
objects were divided into base and test subsamples;
then, the base subsample was used to construct repre-
sentative sets and the test subsample, to calculate their
weights. Voting over the representative sets with taking
into account the weight was performed, and a decision
on the classification of the removed object was made.
This procedure was repeated for each object from the
training sample. The computational results are given in
the table.

Thus, the application of the methods suggested in
this paper makes it possible to substantially improve the
performance of recognition algorithms. The reason for
this is as follows. Let us analyze the constructed represen-
tative sets, or, more precisely, their cardinalities. In the sur-
vivability problem, when the classical model is used, the
numbers of the constructed representative sets for the first
and second classes are 472 and 154, respectively. If the
representative sets are constructed only for typical
objects, and these typical objects are selected with the
use of, e.g., the cross-validation method, then these
numbers are 730 and 252, respectively. In the patho-
morphosis prediction problem, the numbers of repre-
sentative sets are 657 and 468 in the classical model and
849 and 668 in the model with division into base and
test subsamples.

These data confirm the conjecture that the presence of
atypical objects decreases the number of short representa-
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Fig. 1. Distribution of feature value typicality in the surviv-
ability problem.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of feature value typicality in the patho-
morphosis problem.

Table

Survivability Pathomorphosis

Classical model 61% 83%

Partition by the cross-vali-
dation method

75% 94%

Partition based on estimat-
ing the typicality of feature 
values

75% 92%
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tive sets and, thereby, deteriorates the performance of the
constructed algorithm.

CONCLUSION

This paper studies discrete recognition procedures.
The key stage in constructing these procedures is
searching for informative fragments of feature descrip-
tions of objects. This paper suggests new approaches to
searching for such fragments.

(1) General principles for constructing discrete
(logic) recognition procedures are described.

(2) Some models of discrete-type procedures are
considered; these are the classical model of voting over
representative sets and two new models based on con-
structing sets of feature values not encountered in the
feature descriptions of the training objects. These mod-
els are compared for real-life applied problems.

(3) An approach to improving the performance of
recognition algorithms based on selecting training
objects typical of each class is examined. On the exam-
ple of medical prediction, it is shown that this approach
can improve the performance of recognition algo-
rithms.

(4) A fast method for estimate calculation in voting
over representative sets for the cross-validation proce-
dure is suggested; this method makes it possible to sub-
stantially reduce the computational time in comparison
with the conventional method.
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